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NAIROBI JOINT COMMUNIQUE

The following Joint Communique was issued tonight

by Command and Air Headquarters, Nairobi:-

The full story of the successful raid on KULKABER FERROABER

position on November 13 can now be revealed. Strong raiding forces

covered by artillery fought their way up escarpments and drove a wedge
into enemy positions silencing two guns and capturing 110 prisoners.

Much reliable information was obtained about the enemy positions.
Our troops then withdrew under cover of darkness - our casualties were

slight.

Patriot forces operating on the north sector of KULKABER engaged

the enemy in fierce hand-to-hand fighting. Reports continue to be

received of tension within GONDORA. There food is scarce and although
General Nasi continues to promise Germanaid dissatisfaction is growing.

Deserters whose numbers increase daily state that on November 11

Colonial infantry outside GONDAR mutinied and were only suppressed after

severe fighting. To ease the food situation civilians have been given

permission to leave the town.

Our patrols are very active and almost daily collect prisoners

and inflict casualties on the enemy with little loss to themselves.

Continued pressure by our troops has resulted in the Italians evacuating

all positions south of AZOZO on the GONDORA road with the exception of

GORGORA itself, now invested by our forces.

Our column advancing on CELGA encountered an enemy patrol but on

being engaged the Italians withdrew hastily.
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On the KULKABER front patriots on the cast are driving in

enemy outposts. Harassing tactics by our troops continue in

all other sectors. A large aircraft presumed to be an Italian

S.75 crashed near MAGDALA on the night of 12/13 November and burst

into flames. The nine or eleven occupants were killed. It is

not known in what direction the aircraft was flying.

In an offensive reconnaisance in the GONDAR region on Friday
aircraft of the S.A.A.F. dropped bombs on a group of buildings

near the edge of the escarpment at CELGA scoring direct hits.

Dense smoke was seen coming from one building. Nearby trenches

and huts were also attacked.

Yesterday S. African bombers scored hits on trenches, and

buildings at the North end of AZOZO aerodrome were straddled with

sticks of bombs. Motor Transport and European troops on the

GONDAR - AZOZO road were machine gunned. At CELGA huts were

seen to be burning.

In another raid on CELGA enemy positions were bombed and

machine-gunned. S. African aircraft also co-operated with our

artillery in the shelling of enemy gun positions at KULKABER.

All our aircraft returned safely from these operations.
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